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14.5

15.3.1

19.3.1.1.3

10.     Nature of Defect  :  (complete, concise explanation of the perceived problem)

14.5 that there is a hierarchical operational binding and/or a non-hierarchical binding depending on the type of
knowledge reference held by the subordinate DSA. It must be the superior DSA.

It is not clear that the DAP part of a DSP shall not be changed.

15.5.2, last paragraph, indicates that a DSA shall never process an extension. It also talks about execution phase.

19.3.1.1.3 list errors for the List operation. It lists two unknown errors and indicate that alias is performed as part of the
List evaluation. The procedure for Search does include such a list of errors.

11.     Solution Proposed by the Source   :  (optional)

In 14.5, first paragraph, replace subordinate DSA with superior DSA.

Add a new paragraph and a note to the end of 15.3.1:



The argument of a chained request (see 12.1) or subrequest shall be the unmodified operation argument if the operation
was initiated by a DUA. A DSA receiving a chained request shall not change argument when doing request
decomposition.

NOTE – The following subclauses specifies that requirement for individual components of argument. This should not be
interpreted to mean that component not explicitly mentioned can be changed.

In the start of the last paragraph of 15.5.5, add after "If a DSA encounters an extension": it does not support. Change
execution phase to evaluation phase.

Delete 19.3.1.1.3.

12.     Editor's Response   :

(any material proposed for processing as an erratum to, an amendment to, or a commentary

on the IS or DIS final text/ITU Recommendation or Draft Recommendation is attached

separately to this completed report).


